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IT AIN'T WHAT YOU DO; IT'S THE WAY THAT YOU DO IT
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my presentations for many years with a 81°C, will continue to record the fastest Contents
snatch from a song. I think the rst was growth. Offshoan will continue to grow,

There may be troubles ahead' but the in turn putting continued margin IN THIS ISSUE
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[continued from from page]

The diversity of performance is

just as pronounced in the

software area, Although
security software has been

amongst the hottest areas, one

only has to contrast the

performance at arch rivals

Symantec and McAfee to

realise the importance of the

'way that you do it't

The PC hardware market has

been as tough and competitive

as it gets in the last few years.
Indeed, most would agree that

there realty isn't too much to

differentiate between a Dell PC
and an HP PC. But the ways in

which these two brand leaders

have addressed the market have

been quite different and the

results for shareholders in stark

contrast. If the ☁to market☁

models have been different so

have their acquisition strategies;

Dell is opposed to acquisitions

and HP has undertaken one of
the largest acquisitions ever With

Cariy Frorina's departure, people

are no longer saying The jury is

still out☁. As far as shareholders

are concerned, she's guilty.

I could give you examples in

every other sector that Ovum

covers. Like 02 managing a

28% increase in revenues in

2004 against Vodafone's 1%
reduction. Or Motorola

reporting a 34% increase in

sales in 2004 because it was

more aware of the public's

changing attitudes towards the

style of their mobile phones,

and the desire for clamshells in

particular, compared with

Nokia☁s 1% declines

Style seems to be a word that

occurs more and more often as

a differentiator. Just ten years

ago, style played little part in

consumer electronics let alone

in corporate IT. People wanted

a product for what it did ♥ not its

look and feel. if it had been
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different, Apple would have
won the battle of the PCs the
rst time around! Now Apple is
the ☁coolest' brand around,
MP3 players have been around
long before the iPod
But with 10 million+ lPods sold,
Apple really has proved that

style rules and ☁lt ain ☁t what you
do but the way that you do it',

This time shareholders have
been rewarded too.

if you had bought Apple on that
fateful day in 2001 when Carly
unveiled her ambitions to buy
Compaq, you would be sitting
on a near 400% gain ♥ rather

than the 15% slump that HP

shareholders have suffered by

the time she departed.

It's the time that you do it

How many times have people
claimed 'someone's already

done that' as the reason to give

up the fight. The evidence

would point in the opposite

direction,

Ever heard of Dan Bricklin and

Bob Frankson? They

developed the rst ever VisiCalc
spreadsheet that | used on the

Apple 2 back in 1980. But it
was Mitch Kapor with Lotus
123 that made the rst fortune
from the genre before Microsoft
took over the whole market with
Excel. There are many other

examples here too, such as

Apple and its Mac

[continued on page three]
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[ccnlinued lrom page two]

operating system in 1983

which many reckon is still 60%

better than Windows! Or

Digital's AltaVista search

engine which had several

years head-start on Google.

Or the Webvan approach to 30%

distribution depot-based

lnternet grocery shopping, 20%

They went broke but the same 10% r_ r ☁ GDPHn anon

principles are used by the _--_ __________ -4 __________________ _ mmvelopedwo d.

about♥to-be-floated Ocado 0%

IT growth scars in Russia and China

50%

40%

  

and Waitrosecom, 2°03 2°04 2°05 2°07 2003
☁Developed world'

You really have to be pretty Emerging markets

smart to hang on to the first♥ Russia

mover advantage Often a I China

better approach is to find a

smarter way of doing
something where the

technology and the market

has been proven by others.

That's why so many question

the staying power of Research

in Motion (RIM) and its

ubiquitous BlackBerry.

It's the place that you do it

I happen to believe that the

exciting bit of the future is

enabling people to do their IT

anyplace, anytime, anywhere I

think Mobile Media Centres are

going to be huge

But, so far. all of our thoughts

patsystems

Patsystems, the supplier of

electronic trading technology.

has reported preliminary results

for the year ended 31

December 2004. Revenues

grew by 10% over the period to

£11.8m ♥ however operating

losses, excluding 俉1.9m

exceptionals, increased to

£1.1m from £1.0m in the

previous year. Losses before

tax were £2.9m. up 24% on the

Source: BusinessWeek, 27 September 2004

have been about markets in

the developed world. Give or

take a few percentage points.

IT growth throughout the

developed world is forecast in

the single-digit, 'rnodest'
range. But McKinsey forecasts

that, by 2050. China will have a

larger GDP than the US.

indeed, lndia, Brazil and Russia

will all have substantially bigger

GDPs than the UK, Their

appetite for IT is enormous. if

you want double♥digit lT

growth again "Go East☜.

Go to Russia or, even more

so, China.

previous year. An increased tax

credit meant that diluted

earnings per share came in at

1.4p, down from 1.7p last year.

Comment: Patsystems has

spent the year developing its

TradeMark product, which

accounted for £2.85m of the

company☁s total costs. But the

year has been costly in other

ways as well, with meek sunk

Conclusion

The days of being in FF, and

therefore expecting above-

average growth, are

gone...forever. You really

have got to be much smarter

to succeed nowadays.

As the examples I've given

show, in the futureujt ain't

what you do; it's the way,

time and place that you do it,

(Richard Holway)

PATSYSTEMS GROWS 10% IN 2005

into an aborted acquisition:

£199k to replace a director; and

81 33k to relocate the UK

headquarters. Cash at bank fell

by 74% to E1 .1m over the year.

Costs are expected to fall to

E3m per quarter over 2005,

after 俉3.5m expected costs in

the rst quarter (excluding any

costs associated with

implementing new client wins).

[continued on page [our]
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This should reduce the
company's annual expenses
by around £2.5m, and
combined with potential growth
from the new TradeMark
platform. the year should
develop well for the company,

Patsystems has not quantified
the amount of growth it
expects over the coming year,
but is positive in what it sees as
a buoyant market. The
company may well move into
the black over the year, but

margins could still be pretty
thin. (Samad Masoad)

A

Macro 4, a provider of
mainframe systems software
and document management
solutions, enjoyed a good six
months to 31 December with
top line growth of 10% (to
£16,6m). The increase was
predominantly due to new
business revenue worth £75m.
The company also saw an
increase in the number of
higher value deals and
witnessed a particularly good
performance in the UK where
revenues increased 26% to
£5.8m. Group operating pro t
(before amortisation and
exceptional items) increased
76% to £2.37m. The company
moved from a ore-tax loss of
£181k to a pro t of £863k, and
from a loss per share of 2.4p to
a diluted EPS of 1 2p per share.
Cash balances more than
doubled to £7.2m.

Chairman, Bert Morris, said the
company regarded ☜cash as
☁Ki☁ng☁" and had managed the
business accordingly. CEO,
Ronnie Wilson, said he felt
"encouraged" about the
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company☁s prospects for the
rest of the nancial year. Traders
gave the announcement a
warm response pushing shares
up 3% to 241p during the early
part of the morning.

Comment: 2005 is the big
turnaround year for Macro 4.
Revenues from the newer and
faster growing Business
Information Logistics (aka:
document management) division

MACRO 4'S BUSINESS LINES EVEN OUT

have just overtaken that of the

mainframe based Systems

Management Products division

(50.3% vs. 49.6%). On top of

that the year-on-year decline in

8MP revenues due to departing

legacy clients are having less of

an affect, with only83m to £24m

per annum coming from such

clients. So far Macro 4 has

managed this decline well, and

will no doubt see it off to the

end comfortably.

Macro 4 Pic Interim Segmental Revenues

(2000♥2004)
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[continued on page five]
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In short, the company is

stabilising after an arduous few

years. But CEO Wilson is

characteristically prudent, not

wanting to ☜overheat the stock"

with promises for the future.

And quite right too ♥ Macro 4 is

in no position to start boasting

of future growth. The company

is increasingly reliant on

growing its channel partners to

expand its market share, and

Wilson knows that it can take

around three years to develop a
stable revenue stream from

such partners Partners

currently include IBM for SMP.

and for BIL in Europe, Xerox.

Danka. and IBM GS ♥ only IBM

 

Fourth quarter and full-year

results from Atos Origin

confirmed that the Paris-based

firm put in a steady

performance in 2004. For the

year as a whole, sales rose

0.9% in organic constant

currency terms to eur05.3bn.

That☁s a reasonable

performance, given tough

market conditions in France in

particular, and the distractions

of integrating most of the

acquired Sema business.

Overall, consulting and system

integration fell 4% in organic

terms, whereas managed

operations (is. outsourcing)

rose 6%.

The star performer for Atos

Origin was the UK, where 9%

organic growth in Q4 pushed

growth for the year up to 6%.

Total UK revenues for 2004

totalled eurot ,222m, or 23% of

the worldwide total.

These numbers emphasise

how important the UK is to the

new Atos Origin, especially

and Xerox can be considered

as mature partners. and even

then revenue from each is

unpredictable

Macro 4 should be viewed as

two very separate businesses,

and this is exactly what FD

Graeme Gordon wants to

present to the markets by

creating separate P&Ls for

each in future. This should help

investors understand the

dynamics of the business

easier, but also comes in handy

if the company wishes to

dispose of either unit. However.

Wilson says disposal is

de nitely not on the cards ♥

ATOS ORIGIN: UK IS THE STAR

when it is struggling to find any

growth at all in its largest - and

home - market (Le. France). But

they also underline the arrival of

Atos Origin as a major player in

the UK IT services market. As

we pointed out in our Market

Trends Preview 2005, the

Sema acquisition catapulted

Atos Origin from relative

obscurity to top ten status in

the UK market. The company

now has a greater volume of

S/ITS business in the UK than

HP or LogicaCMG, and is only

just behind Capgemini.

To achieve top ten status is one

thing. To gain market share

when your peers include the

likes of Accenture, Capita and

080 is quite another But there

are a number of signs that Atos

Origin can keep up with such

illustrious company. The fact

that the UK business hung on

to its major customers and

grew the topline during a year

of large♥scale integration and

organisational change does of

course bode well. Beyond this,
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unless of course there is a good

offer, he adds. mentioning a

gure of £100m for the SMP

business.

In fact Macro 4 is more likely to

acquire technology, particularly

for the BIL division, which

should be the engine of growth

in coming years and also the

most interesting part of the

business to watch. Yet Wilson

and Gordon are right to be

cautious about expectations for

the full year ♥ just because they

have achieved a convincing

turnaround does not mean they

will sail on through the rest of

the year. {Samad Masood)

PERFORMER

Atos Origin's heightened public

sector exposure (0.60% of UK

revenues are now from

government), ability to manage

large scale M&A and core of

financial stability at the

corporate level mean it is

de nitely "one to watch" in the

upper echelons of the UK IT

services market. (Phil Cod/mg}

The UK's 10 largest
S/ITS players,

ranked by revenue

IBM

EDS

Microsoft

CSC

Accenture

Fujitsu

BT

Capita

Capgemini

Atos Origin
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e COST CUT♥TING RESULTS IN 2004 PROFIT FOR EDS

DS

EDS☁ nancial results for the

full year to 31 December 2004

reveal revenues of $20.6bn ♥

flat compared to 2003 and

down 4% on an organic

revenue basis (excluding

UGS-PLM Solutions, sold in

02). Net income was $158m

compared to a loss of $1.7bn

the previous year, driven by

cost cutting and stronger

contract management.

In Q4, revenues declined by

5% to $5.2bn (in line with
guidance) and by 8% on an

organic basis. Cost cutting

also impacted Q4 profits

resulting in a net income of

$53m or $0.10 per share
compared to a restated loss of

$837m or $0.70 per share in
0403.

EMEA Q4 revenues were

impacted by the loss of the

Inland Revenue contract,

though this was partly offset

by growth in the region, and

fell 7% to $1.4bn. Profits
increased by 20% to $231m.

Contract signings for the full

year were up by 13% to

$14.9bn but were down from

$4bn to $3.8m in Q4,

Comment: The focus for EDS

in 04 has been on cost cutting

as well as fixing problem

accounts, resulting in a return

to profitability in Q4 and in the

full year. However, the coming

12 months will see the

company shift its focus. EDS

is well aware that it needs to

start increasing revenues if

profitability is to be

maintained. With 0404

contract signings falling short

of target, it will hope for an

improvement over the next

few quarters, This will require

'Signi cant investment in new

capabilities and market

offerings☝. For 2005 that means

another year of at revenues

and an increased investment in

the business that will lower the

expected profit by $0.34 per

share. In an interview with the

Wall Street Journal, Chairman

and CEO, Mike Jordan. stated

that contract signings would

need to increase by 11% to

meet the flat revenue target.

That's because it needs to

compensate for declines in

revenue from ageing contracts.

Investment will include

increasing the level of sales

and salesesuppon resources,

as well as continuing the effort

to increase its business

process outsourcing footprint.

However, in the UK (where we

believe revenues fell by

between 1% and 5% in FY04),

much of the effort will need to

focus on improving the

company☁s image It had a

couple of good wins in Q4 that

were extensions or expansions

of existing deals (with the MoD

and Barclays) but the ☂biggie'

for EDS would be a win on the

MoD☁s multi-billion pound DIl(F)

contract tender due to be

announced this month. A mega

win on this scale would be an

indication to the market that

EDS' experience on major

deals (whether good or bad)

continues to be seen by clients

as invaluable. A loss on this

deal, against a competitor ♥

080 (which has been growing

far faster than EDS over the last

few years) ♥ will do nothing to

improve its reputation. Of

course, once any contracts are

won, EDS will also need to

prove that it really has adopted

a sensible disciplined approach

to contract management and

demonstrate an improved

track record of delivery.

(Georgina O'Toole)

Q QA NARROWS ITS LOSSES IN 2004

Training specialist QA reported

its preliminary results for the

nancial year to 30 November

last month. Revenues rose

3.4% to £30.2m. Operating

(EBITA) losses were halved in

2004 to E199k. Operating (EBIT)

loss before exceptional items fell

41% to E426k, although the

improvement is somewhat less if

exceptional items are included ~

losses down 4% at £2.9m. Pre-

tax loss was down 26% at

minus £2.4m.

In margin terms, EBITA margin

improved to 0.7% (versus

4.4% in 2003), EBIT margin

improved somewhat less at

♥9.5% (versus ♥10.2%), But if

we exclude exceptional items,

the improvement is greater: an

EBIT margin of 4.4% in 2004

(versus ♥2.5%). Pre-tax margin

was ♥7.9% (versus ♥11%).

Exceptional items were mostly

goodwill impairment,

[continued on page seven]

 



[continued from page six]

restructuring charges and a

property write-down.

Net operating cash flow

improved. but remained

negative at minus 俉387k versus
minus 俉1.7m in 2003, Net cash

at year-end turned positive (just
♥ at £261k), thanks to a rights
issue that strengthened the

balance sheet.

We met with executive
chairman Keith Burgess and

FD Colin Gibson. They fleshed

out thefigures slightly - core

training revenues rose over

the year by 6.5%, which we

think is pretty good, and

although consulting revenues
fell by 8.5%, they represent
only 18% of turnover.
Outsourcing revenues ♥
contracts where QA manages
a client's training function ♥
grew 35%, and are now 40%
of sales.

GA is hoping for profitability in
2005 and Burgess says the

company is "poised at break-

even", but he'smaking no

predictions. Debt was slashed

in 2004, and QA is cutting

costs while maintaining or

even increasing training

capacity. Burgess says the

company has pretty much

dealt with its historical costs

problems ♥ the "legacy stuff"

as he calls it.

Comment: It's especially

good to see the outsourcing/

managed service revenues

growing fast, because this is

the way toward for QA.

Outsourcing keeps QA☁s foot

in the client☁s door, generating

cross-selling opportunities

and delivering a steady (if

relatively lower-margin)

revenue stream. Burgess sees

Parity ♥ currently in

reorganisation mode -♥ as the

one to beat in this segment.

As the former UK MD of

Accenture, Burgess pioneered

the fusion of outsourcing with

consulting. The idea's the

SVSTEMHOUSE
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same at QA, although cross-

selling opportunities are

somewhat lower in training!

QA faces two main hurdles. The

rst is that there's no "next big

thing" that's driving businesses

to get their lT staff trained. QA

talks about lTlL and Microsoft's

,Net technologies as hot right

now, but there's nothing really

compelling out there. So

revenue growth comes from

taking market share, not from

rising with the tide. QA's doing

that, but it makes life that

bit harder.

The second issue is that QA's

journey up the value chain will

on occasions pitch it against

both full♥range outsourcers like

Accenture, and against some

of the HR consulting specialists

too. How it manages to

collaborate as well as compete

with these players will be an

important determinant of its

success in future.

(Douglas Hayward)

☂ \ BT REMAINS ON TRACK BUT BTGS FUTURE

BTQ☁

BT's QB (ending 31 December)
results Show that turnover was
marginally up at £4,584m (3%
up if you exclude the neutral
impact of declining mobile
termination rates). However.
EBITDA was down 2% to

{11,438m, a margin of 31%.

This was primarily due to a 16%

fall in EBITDA at BT Retail.

The so<called "new wave"

businesses all showed

impressive growth, with ICT up

21% to £788m, broadband up

98% to E238m, and mobility
up 112% to £98m. The core
"traditional" business of PSTN

and ☜intermediate services"

PROFITABILITY UNCLEAR

(private circuits and lSDN)

declined by 10% to £2,405m.

However, BT Wholesale's

external business was up 10%

to £954m, due to growth of

wholesale broadband sales.

BT Global Services grew by

10% to £1,543m, and has

reached a milestone by

achieving a small operating

pro t for the first time this year

♥ albeit a margin of just 0.5%.

The growth engines were the

services businesses:

Consulting and Si was up 27%

at £206m. and Solutions was

up 17% at £786m. CS&| and

Solutions gained orders of

俉1.2bn during the quarter,

compared with orders of

£5.7bn over the last 12

months, In othebwords, the run

rate is declining following the

dramatic NHS (National Health

Service) wins in eany 2004.

Comment: BT GS chief. Andy

Green, has been talking to

reporters about the division's

profit expectations and the

need for acquisitions. He does

not expect BTGS to return "a

decent return on the capital

employed" in the year to 31

March 05, despite achieving a

29m operating profit in the

third quarter and expecting

[continued on page eight]
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[continued lmm page seven]

pro t growth in the fourth. BT

GS should be profitable in the

next nancial year, according

to Green. However, insights

into profitability over the

coming year will be

complicated by the company's

large NHS related deals.

We do have concerns about

the profitability of the NHS

projects. The official line is that

they will be accounted for at

~4%phameric

 

Alphameric, provider of

solutions for the leisure and

hospitality sectors, has

reported results for its year

ending 30 November 2004.

Turnover was up 11% to £70m.

The company made an

operating loss of 28.95m, and

a thumping loss after tax of

£60m ♥ including a loss of

E55m on the disposal of

discontinued operations.

Chairman Rodney Hornstein

commented that "the overall

nancial results for the year were

unsatisfactory because of the

very negative effect of the results

in the Retail Division. With the

sale of the Retail Division

concluded, the continuing

businesses of the Group are in

robust shape to build on their

current and past success

Comment: The Group is now

focused on the Hospitality and

Leisure sectors. following

divestment of the Retail

business in November 2004 (to

Torex Retail). Turnover of the

continuing operations rose

17% to £41.1m.

Excluding the divested

business. the company made

an operating profit of £4.8m

zero profitability until there is

clear evidence of profit or loss

on individual projects, We can

also expect to see the

reallocation of business

accounts between BT Retail

and BT Global Services

shortly, a process that may

further complicate matters.

Green☁s talk of acquisitions is

positive. We feel the company

is facing challenges in terms

from its continuing operations

so Rodney Hornstein☂s

comments seem justified. The

Group loss for the year of E60m

was mainly a "book/05$". There

were trading losses for the

Retail business but the huge

loss on its disposal arose

largely through writing off

goodwill from earlier years,

There was actually cash inflow

from the sale and there is more

to come dependent on the

division's performance in its

new home. The continuing
businesses generate cash and

the company nished the year

with a positive cash balance of

£13m (俉9,1m net of loan note

commitments). Our chart

shows the operating profit "

of project management skills,

particularly in these wide-

ranging NHS contracts, and

hopefully BT can pick up a UK

business that can strengthen

them here. Green☁s budget of

"a few hundred million dollars"

should be more than enough
to get them what they need ♥

but it needs to be soon

to have an impact on the

NHS work.

{Samad Masood)

ALPHAMERIC ♥ LOOKING FORWARD TO LIFE

WITHOUT ITS RETAIL OPERATION

history rather than PBT. due to

the distorting effect of this
year's write-down.

The other business units ♥ The

Leisure Division, which sells to

major bookmakers, and the

Hospitality Division ♥ both

"performed well", with sales

growth, respectively, of 15%
and 24%. in December (after

the results closed), Alphameric

moved to boost its Hospitality

division further with the

acquisition of Timewave

Holdings for £4.13m. to widen

the scope of its offering into the
food and beverage market.
Timeweave installs solutions
based on Microsoft's Navision
ERP product line. (Philip Carneliey)

Alphameric pic
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MORSE FACES UP TO DIAGONAL CHALLENGES

Reseller. Morse, has increased

turnover and pro ts for the six

months to end 31 December
2004. Group turnover saw a

16% rise to £216.6m, including
an £18m contribution from
the Diagonal acquisition.
Speci cally in the UK, turnover

increased 15% to 俉144m,
although operating margins

slipped from 2.3% to 1.6%,
Group operating pro t (before

goodwill amortisation and
exceptionals) increased 33% to

84m. taking margins to 1.8%
from 16%. Pre-tax losses
deepened to £7.6m from
俉6.8m. partly due to
restructuring costs of 俉1.4m.
Diluted loss per share was
6t4p, as opposed to 6.2p in the
comparable period in 2003,
Following the acquisition of
Diagonal, 41% of sales and
54% of gross profits are
attributable to services,

Chairman Richard Lapthorne
said: "We are con dent that,
given current trading
conditions with our
portfolio of solutions to
build upon, the Group
can look toward to
accelerated development
in the second half of this
year and we are targeting
increased gross margins
and pro tability over the
coming years. "

Maxima, the SME consolidator,

has released its rst set of

financial results since its
flotation back in November

2004. Maxima has been set-UP

Morse pic

 

Comment: While Diagonal has

added £18m in sales and 21m

in pro ts to Morse☁s balance

sheet, it☁s too soon to expect

anything more than that. Since
the acquisition was announced

in July, there has followed a

period of "bedding down", as

CEO Duncan McIntyre puts it.

The next stage is to recruit

some heavy-hitting sales

people to rejuvenate Diagonal's

substandard (in terms of both

its lack of propositions and its

lack of resource) sales effort.

Morse wants to change the

focus of Diagonal's

commodity-style reselling of

people to the sale of ☜business

propositions".

No doubt the recruitment dnve

has been a difficult task ♥

nding good people is never

easy! There are still some posts

that need lling, and obviously

the new recruits will take some

time to get up to speed. Our

concern is that we could well

5 months ended 31 December 2004
2004

TOTAL 218.6

MAXIMA MAKES EFFICIENCY GAINS

as an acquisition vehicle, while

Azur (an enterprise software

systems company) is the

company's trading name and

first acquisition. Reported

Turnover Cm

2003

.1 27.6%

187.1

see a gap opening up if existing

contracts end before new ones

can start.

The other signi cant challenge

for Morse will be establishing

offshore/nearshore propositions

and blending these to compete

effectively in today's market.

Diagonal already has some

capability here, but Morse is

going to have to be prepared to

invest and build on this.

The bottom line, however, is

that Morse has been increasing

the proportion of services

revenues since at least 1998,

yet margins are still lean.

Indeed, the performance of the

UK has been pretty

disappointing. with pro ts down

and revenue growth minimal

outside of Diagonal. The

management team has its work

cut out and we hope that by the

end of the year we can report

some progress.
(Kate Hanaghan)

Pro t before interest
and tax Cm

2003Change 2004

15.3%

5.7%

9.5%

5.8% ♥8.4 ♥7.9

results for the holding company

only include three days trading

for the period. However, pro-

forma results e, Azur's trading)

show the company increased

[continued on page ten]
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[continued from page nine]

revenues by 9% to £6.2m and

improved operating profit

(before goodwill) by 49% to

£765k. PBT improved from

E390k to 5le. Efficiency

gains made a contribution to

the improvement in pro ts.

Maxima floated at 115p and by

the end of February was trading

up 24% at 171p,

Comment: Maxima's story to

date is clearly quite complex.

However. its plan going forward

is quite simple: MBA is the

name of the game. Now the

oat and the maiden interims

are out of the way, further

acquisitions will be the focus.

HP has reported its 2005 Qt

results, posting a 10% revenue

rise (5% if we exclude

exchange-rate changes) but

with operating margins down in

the quarter to 31 January 2005.

Although revenues rose 10% to

$21.54bn, costs of sales rose

14%, taking gross margins

down, Operating (EBIT) margin

fell slightly to 5.4% (from 5.9%

in Qt 2004) and pre-tax margin

was 4.9% (versus 8%).

HP Services grew a healthy

20% (in dollar terms) to

$3.8bn, though operating

(EBlTDA) margins were down

at 7.4% (versus 8.2%),

continuing a long-term trend of

flat or lowered margins.

Software saw sales rise 18% to

$240m, with EBITDA loss

margin improving to ♥16.7%

(from ♥24%), continuing a

steady margin improvement.

Operating cash flow rose more

than tenfold to $1.6bn (7.13% of

revenues). HP ended the

 

These will be in the shape of

both larger acquisitions (to

perhaps as much as double the

size of the company) and

smaller bolt»on purchases, We

wouldn☁t be surprised to see a

signi cant acquisition over the

next half-year, as Maxima has

an ambitious growth plan. To

reach its (very broad) target of

becoming a 俉50m-2100m

company in the next three to

ve years. it's looking to make

three or four substantial

acquisitions. Along the way,

there will be other smaller and

more opportunistic purchases.

The management team has the

experience to do a good job of

quarter with $13.3bn in cash

and equivalents, roughly stable.

EMEA sales grew 12% to

$9.3bn ♥ though local-currency
growth would have been about

half that rate. HP forecasts

revenue growth around 5% to

7% in 02.

Comment: For the rst time in

years, HP posted no

acquisition-related charge,

perhaps a symbol that the

Fiorina era is truly over. But of
course the legacy remains.

The good news is strong
growth in services (perhaps
10% or so in local currencies ♥
not bad) and software.

Services is the second most
pro table business for HP, and
the one with the highest growth
(excluding nancing), It's key to
HP's recovery We think HP
should do several things.

First, decide what sort of
company it should be. HP

integration, and we understand

the Group FD, Geoff Bicknell, is

now working full time to track

down the right targets. We have

no doubt there are plenty of

companies out there that are

ripe for sale. Our concern,

however, is that Maxima could
find itself under increasing

pressure from the larger scale
enterprise software suppliers.
as they push down into the

SME sector ♥ this is certainly a

market where there is intense

pricing pressure. One thing☁s for

sure: Maxima will continue to
morph, The second half of this

financial year could be very

interesting indeed.

{Kate Hanaghan)

HP☁S Qi: THE END OF THE CARLY ERA

competes against a huge array

of competitors and - excluding

imaging and printing ♥comes off

second best or worse every
time. it's beaten by the best♥of-

breed players like Dell (PCs)

and Accenture (services), yet
also by its nearest full-range

competitor, IBM.

Second, change the strategy
and organisation. This may
mean selling the PC business,
which would help HP☁S
profitability, its cash flow, and
its management focus. BUt
whatever gets sold (and
bought), reorganisation is ☜Gt
the solution itself ♥ just the
precondition,

Third, protect and develop HP

Services. it's the only segment

combining double-digit growth

and positive (if weak) margins.

It should be doing better ♥ HP

was slow to adopt offshore

delivery models, slow coming

to the BPO market, and

doesn't communicate its Agile

[continued on page eleven]
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Enterprise (utility computing)

message effectively. HP

Sen/ices has been starved of

investment and management

attention. Managed services is

doing very well, but remains

(to use HP'sown phrase) "sub»

scale" and deserves attention

and investment.

DICOM Group, a provider of

information capture (IC)

software, has delivered a good

set of results for the six months

ended 31 December 2004.

Total turnover, which includes

sales of £2.4m from

acquisitions, was up 13% to

£86.9m. Organic growth was

9.6%. Operating pro ts before

goodwill amortisation increased

16% to 俉7.6m, delivering

margins of 8.8% (8.5%).

Acquisitions contributed a little

over £0.5m to this gure. Pro t

before tax more than doubled

to £5.8m taking account of a

$32.3m loss incurred on the

disposal of a fixed asset

investment. Diluted EPS

increased from 4% to 15,7p.

The Group had net funds of

£4.2m at the end of the period

after spending £19.8m on

acquisitions. Opemling 033☜

flow was £60m - UP from
£5.7m during the comparable
period last year

During the period, Chris

UK IS THE HIGHLIGHT IN QB

CSC released its results for

the quarter to end December

2004. Global revenues from

continuing Operations grew by
5.6% to $3.52bn, which was

HP should also strengthen its

business-consulting capabilities,

so that it goes more proactively

to clients with value»creating

ideas, not just reacting to RFPs.

Otherwise, it will lose in uence

with CxO-level execs and with

the increasingly important

businessunit decision makers.

Conway (Chairman of Detica)
and Mark Wells (most

recently Chairman and CEO
of Image Metrics) were
appointed to the Board as

non-executive directors.

Otto Schmid, the company's

Chairman, said: "...current

trading and good growth
prospects enable us to view

the Group's outlook for the full
year with optimism

Comment: This has been a
pleasing six months for DICOM
and a period that saw its
information capture business
strengthened. IC now
accounts for 92% of operating
profits (88% in the comparable
period last year). The balance
of sales comes from its
Samsung General Agency
(SGA) division, which sells flat
screens into the Swiss market.
SGA might seem like an odd
bedfellow for the IC business
but it still contributes to the
overall profitability of the

well below Wall Street analyst
expectations. Pre-tax pro ts
were up by 8% to $191 .2m, and
EPS was up to 82 cents,

compared to 68 cents a year ago.
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Lastly, HP should keep the

CEO and Chairman roles

separate. Good governance

says the two roles should be

separated, to keep CEOs from

becoming overbearing, and to

keep them listening to the voice

of shareholders and customers.

(Douglas Hayward)

DICOM IMPROVES BUSINESS MIX

Group. The two companies

acquired during the period

(TOPCALL and Neurascript)

have been added into the

IC business.

We're pleased to see a shift in

the mix of the IC business

taking place, in the favour of

higher margin activities.

Services now account for 26%

of its sales (up from 22%).

Meanwhile, the percentage of

sales from services and

products developed by the

group (as opposed to its

network of partners) increased

from 56% to 58%. We'd like to

see this improve further in the

concluding six months of

the year.

Together with the indication

that trading is doing well in the

current period. DICOM looks

on track to complete the full

year in good shape. The

question is what impact the

newly acquired companies will

have. (Phil Cooling)

Global revenue growth at

constant currency was 3%,

and revenues in Europe were

up 14.6% in dollar terms (or

5% in constant currency).

[continued on page twelve)
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Comment: Given the

downward trajectory of CSC☁s

stock price since these results,

the disappointment on overall

revenue growth seems to have

detracted attention from the

slightly better than expected

showing on earnings. The

culprit was that longest-

standing bedrock of CSC's

business ♥ its US federal

interests, where revenues

shrank by 4% in the quarter to

$1.14bn.

By contrast, the UK remains a

star performer for CSC with

We met earlier this month with

Lis Astall, UK MD of

Accenture. She's been at

Accenture for 20 years, most

recently as head of the public

sector business, before

becoming UK managing

director in late 2004. She

succeeded Ian Watmore, who

left to become the UK

government's top lT adviser.

Interestingly, Astall retains

personal responsibility for some

of Accenture's UK public-

sector business,

The nancial year to 31 August

2004 ♥ the latest period the

subsidiary can break out ♥

was an excellent one for

Accenture UK. Revenues grew

by 19% to £1.256bn, bringing

it comfortably over the billion-

pound threshold. Pretty much

all of that growth was organic ♥

a great achievement in today's

market for a company of

Accenture☁s size. Astall says

the UK was pro table, and we

reckon the UK was at least as

profitable as Accenture

worldwide ♥ and probably

more so.

both private sector and public

sector growth. The company

doesn☁t break down quarterly

revenues by country, but we'd

estimate the UK operation

sustained revenue growth in

double♥digit territory, thanks not

least to already signed

contracts with customers such

as Royal Mail, Marconi and

the NHS.

One factor worth noting in the

overall performance is 0808

improving cash position Cash

ows from operating activities in

the rst nine months of FY05

Government is the fastest-

growing UK vertical, Astall said,

but nancial services is also

growing fast ♥ and from a much

bigger base. Retail is doing well,

and even communications and

high-tech are coming back.

She argues that government is

far from played out, despite the

big mega-deals being largely

allocated by now.

"After the next election, we'll see

more shared services across

local government, and across

smaller central government

departments, ☝ Astall says.

In service lines, BPO (business

process outsourcing) is the new

hot button. Margins there are

higher than in IT outsourcing,

but Astall says they'll probably

go the same way as IT

outsourcing over time, ♥ it☁s

already happened with payroll

BPO. Meanwhile, there's plenty

of Opportunity ♥ witness the

$575m contract renewal with
BT earlier this month. BPO has

a strong consulting element, or

at least leads to consulting

engagements: ☜We feel that

were $960m, which is 43% up

on the same period of FY04.

Asset-heavy infrastructure

outsourcing deals haven't gone

away, and 080 hasn't stopped

winning them, but a higher

proportion of less investment-

intensive applications-led deals

has been a big help in this

regard. Meanwhile, the $775m

cash 080 is generating from

the already-announced sale of

some of its Dyncorp business is

a real bonus. No doubt CSC's

management in the UK will be

staking a claim for their fair

share of this windfall, (PhilCod/ing)

INTERVIEW WITH LIS ASTALL, UK MANAGING

DIRECTOR OF ACCENTURE

we're part of the client, it's

about being integral to the

client, and not just being an

add-on. You become closer to

the client. ☝

While Astall says that

Accenture's fast growth is

good, it's putting pressure on

staff utilisation, with rates about

5 points higher than she'd like

to see them. A lot of demand is

being met by drawing on

Accenture's global network,

but Astall plans a major

recruitment campaign this

month to target experienced

and more senior staff.

The biggest threat in 2005?

☜It's IBM", she says. adding

that Accenture's key strengths

include its tight combination of

consulting and outsourcing

services, its messaging, its
strong pipeline, and a relatively

wide spread of business across

vertical markets.

Amazingly, Accenture's high

growth rate is almost totally

organic ♥ it's never made a

major acquisition. That leads to

[continued on page thirteen]
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accusations that it's arrogant,

and a corporate "loner". With

ClOs increasingly buying from

consortia or "ecosystems" of

suppliers, rather than signing

monolithic single»source

service contracts, that☁s a

drawback.

Astall argues strongly that this

loner image is now a myth.

Equally she says that having

grown through outsourcing,

each major outsourcing deal is

like a mini-acquisition and

required many of the same

skills. ☜Over half our workforce

have come through outsourcing

contracts. "

Accenture has another key

strength, she argues It's good

at ☜engaging with complexity"

when managing client

sverMHOUSE-l 3
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programmes ♥ in other words,

getting a holistic view of the

client. She says this allows

Accenture to spot the

connections that can drive

business value from 11'. In other

words, it gets a small job from a

client and uses it as the

springboard to generate a lot

more business

Now does that sound familiar☂?

{Douglas Hayward)

m DELL JUGGERNAUT CONTINUES

Dell shares dropped 3% in
after hours trading after the PC
giant said US consumer sales
in January were slightly slower
than had been anticipated. For
the quarter ended 28 January
2005, the company raked in
revenues of $13.5bn (+17%)
with operating profits of

$1.18bn and operating
margins of 8.8% (8.5% last

year). However, net income fell

11% to $667m due to a one-
off charge for repatriating

billions of dollars in overseas
profits under the American

Jobs Creation Act. Turnover

increased 22% in EMEA where

sales (coincidently) accounted
for 22% of total FY05 revenues

(US 67%, Asia-Paci c 11%).

For the year, this brings Dell's
total sales figure to $49.2bn
(+19%) with operating pro ts of
$4t8bn (+20%) and net income
of $3bn (+15%). Cash ow
was $1.8bn, while total cash
and investments at the end of
Q4 stood at a best ever gure
of $14.1bn.

Comment: These doubledigit
growth gures are something
any of us would be proud of ♥

but Wall Street was expecting

more. When you☁re Dell. failure

to raise the bar time after time

can be a real disappointment

for industry watchers The

improvement in operating

profits does, however, mean

Dell can now boast an 8.8%

margin versus the 5.3%

generated by the number two

ranked player, HP.

Dell's next goal is to hit $80bn

in annual sales, Although the

company is not tying itself to a

target date, Wall Street analysts

have reportedly said this could

happen within three years. Of

course, there is one other

signi cant feature of that $80bn

gure: it is exactly what HP

achieved for its last FY. And of

course, it is with regards to

HP's current ☁personnel'

problems that Dell can really rub

its hands. The longer HP

spends seeking a successor for

Fiorina, the better that is for Dell.

Services accounted for $1bn in

the quarter ♥ up 32% Using its

network of partnerships, Dell's

role is to take responsibility for

the delivery of a range of

services (professional services,

managed services, deployment

services, support services and

training and certification).

Professional services and

managed services were

☁barticu/ar/y good" during the

period. For example, we saw

Dell ink a multi-country. multi♥

million Euro agreement with

Philips Electronics to provide

global managed desktop

services and hardware. There

was also the similar but much

smaller deal with Bombardier. in

addition, Dell opened European

and Japanese "Enterprise

Command Centers", from

where it provides support for

sewer and storage customers

and controls service delivery. 80

some real progress on the

services front, and a tangible

warning to IT services

companies ♥ and in particular

support services companies ~

that Dell is being taken seriously

by the CIO.

Paul Bell, President of EMEA

told analysts that Dell doesn't

now view itself as a PC

company. It's a "diversified

technology company".

Internally it is focused on, as we

have said, enterprise services

but also printing as growth

areas. And we have no doubt

that it will become an increasing
force to be reckoned with ♥

across all of Europe.

Just one nal note on HP Of

course, the longer HP spends

seeking a successor for Fiorina,

[continued on page fourteen]
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the better that is for Dell. is manifesting itself in particular attitude is thawing slightly. with

Generally, our understanding is in cases where Dell has an increased willingness to at

that there are subtle signs Dell received the cold shoulder least talk to Dell,

is winning as HP stutters, This from a client in the past. This The juggernaut continues.

(Kate Hanaghanl

ACQUISITIONS PROVIDE HEALTHY GROWTH AT

MICROGEN

 

Microgen has announced its

results for the full year to 31

December 2004, showing

strong revenue growth of 60%

to E42t4m. Operating pro t

was £86,000 compared to a

£2.6m loss last year. Profit

before tax was £1.1m, up from 5.3 42,4
31.3 253

a E2.4m loss last year, and 1.8 21 253 26☁4
boosted by $606,000 income 0.3 1'1

from disposals and £426,000 Daevenu'e(gm) .PBTmn)
net nance income. At the .2_o _24

t . , -3.1 ☁
bottom line, diluted earnings

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
per share were 02p, up from a

3.2p loss last year

Microgen pic

10 year Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1995

59 8471.386 66 70,1 8,5

           

Year ending 31 Dec

Comment: There is no doubt drives profitability," explained organisational structure of the

that Microgen's senior team, Ratcliffe in the analyst brie ng, business, The company is no

led by executive chairman longerorganised along thethree

Martyn Ratcliffe and group Acquisitions arestill very much service lines of Software,

nance director Mike Philips, part of the strategy for Managed Service, and

know how to digest Microgen going forward, and Consultancy. Instead these now

acquisitions. The company has the company is regularly become horizontal categories

bought ve companies in the looking at potential purchases. that span three new divisions:

past three years, and the rapid However Microgen is very Billing, Pricing, Payment ♥

and profitable integration of its prudent regarding its including Microgen☁s legacy

most recent purchase, AFA acquisitions, meaning that the print business and energy

Systems, is a testament to company may not find a pricing business; Financial

Ratcliffe and Philips' skill. suitable target this yeart Services, which incorporates

AFA; and Solutions

For example, AFA had reported One interesting area to watch

first half losses of俉1.2m before over 2005 is Microgen☁s new Simultaneously Microgen has

Microgen took it over in Aptitude technology, a recently centralised its consulting

September 2004, but by created platform that reduces functions so that the company

November it was already the cost of Microgen's product now has higher utilisation ♥

making pro table contributions development, as well as indeed Ratcliffe claims that

♥ no doubt helped by a 40% providing an integration engine consultants☁ fees rates grew

headcount reduction, but still for clients and a business 19% across the company over

an indication of the speed and process management layer. the year because of this.

ef ciency behind Microgen☁s Microgen will be selling Aptitude Certainly, Microgen seems to

integration. Once acquired, ☜it as a standalone product ♥ know how to keep itself

is almost impossible to nd the putting it right in the space of healthy despite an aggressive

original business within EAI and BPM markets acquisition strategy, all of

Microgen. That is how well we Finally, Microgen's management which bodes well for the

integrate and that is what have also changed the coming year. (SamadMasood)
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Buyer

Aulonomy

Bond

Inlarnalional
Schwartz

Gelronlcs

lnterregnum

MBO

MphasiS EFL

Group

Norihgate
lrllormall'on
Solutions

Sage

lell

Adenine;
Qonneclis

  

Seller

NCorp

Praill'e
Developments lnc

PlnkFloccade

Eeuitant

Audio Wsual
Mach'ries (AVM)

Anita Gioup »
dis posal ol
natavance

Princeton

Consulting

MVM Hold'ngs .
acquired lrom
Anglia Water

Symlonia

Res Sol! le

Mergers 8t Acquisitions
Seller Descrlp on

Privately held company 100%
lounded and spun oil by
Autonomy's CEO Mike
Lynch in February 2000

Based in Minnesota.
develops lront olllce
soltware tor the
permanent and temporary
stalling agency markets
under the brand name
eEmpACT.

Dutch lT services mowa
company

Irish nancial oulsoulcing 100%
company

Designs. supplies. 53%
programs and supports
audio visual systems

Palls-bzsad IT 100%

consultancy

uK-baseti, locused on row,
business process
consulting. mainly in the
CRM area

Supptier ol soitware 100%
applications and
outsourcing solutions to
public solely. local
government and HR
markets
Warsewd'oased'
accounting sottware lor
SMEs

{00%

rr' Systems Integrator and tow;
Soltware Developer

  

 

Acquiring Price

n/a

52.83m

cash

euro 35

n/a

E200k in

cash and

Book in

loan nales

euro 19
in cash

俉7.7m in
cash

Ellmin

cash

steam
cash

£2111v
ELBm ol

which wil
be paid
cash with
the rest
shares.

Cammsnl

This acquisition continues Autonomy☁s rationalisation oi its business arms and
loilows the purchase ot the outstanding shares ol digital media company Dremedia
in May 2003, The technology itsett has appicatiens in two keyareas A oriline
commerce and lraud detection. and we expect Autonomy to use this to develop a
third vcrticalised sotutien alongside its Aungate and Audenmy oilenngs, which
target compliance and call centres respectively.

ii Band is becoming something at a consolidator in its market. and FD] wil lurther
grow the company's us busnassr This acquislllon comes almost exactly a year
alter Bond bought another competitor. EZaccess lot at least Quin. Atthe lime. the
EZaccess product had 90 customers on maintenance contracts in the UK. and
can in the us. generating revenues at $2.5m in FY03. PDI rtsell acquired Allegro
software in 2003 and Dalalolce In 2004.

0m Geironcs now has the backing it needs tor a takeover ol rival PilkRoccade. alter
lhE Dutch government agreed to sell us 25% slake in me lnrme! slate-owned

company. Gmmmcs will lender a cash ollel 0! sum 14.30 per Shale (the number I!

previously thought ol) valuing Pink Roccade at euro 350m. We've long said that we
think this merger makes sense on paper. Now it will up to the company's
managementto make it work. Many mergers which look logical on paper have
trouble in lheir execullon!

An interesting. though not unexpected purchase tor IBM. which has been movng
lurmei down the BPO route ever since its acquisition at NC Consulting What is
surpris hg is the high-tech sector locus that Equitant seems to have a we wonder
how long it wii be oelore clients like HP decide they dont want their main rival in
charge ol their cash management and back oiticel
According to repons in the media. IBM is locusing on the potential business
transtorrrtalion outsourci☁rig☁ opportunities this purchase could generate for it.
Equitant already seems to add consulting on top at lls outsourcing service. and
utilises ollshore resources - wth IBM gas. the two companies should be able to
make a competing technology based BTO proposition Whether IBM wit be able to
take this (0 ulhal malksls and seclols is anolhar maltel enlilely.

lnterregnum is a technology merchant bank with revenues that increased more
than 300% to 俉3,3m. while operating losses reduced slightly to £719k in the six
months to 31 Doc. 04. it has an advisory business alongside its investment
portlolio - as well as other subsidiary companies. AVM wil boost group revenues
nicely. But with pie-tax prolits ol iust task. it wont be pullng lnterregnum back into
the black in the short term.

m The announcement makes sense as it supports Anne's strategy oi disposng cl
non~core peripheral businesses so that it can concentrate on growing in is
principal markets oi pubic sector. travel and telecoms Datavance makes up just
over hall ol the turnover within Anita's international business . revenue in FY04
was euro Elam (E2D.2rn) and pre-lax prolits were euro 2.9m (2m) s and employs
a total at 330 int time employees (out at a total ol 517 in the division as a whole),

WeVs been expecting this sort 01 purchase lot a while. Our concoms would be
that acquiring a local player (and therelore paying UK salaries) might reduce
margins compared to those onshore players that bring lndtan consultants over to
the UK lor client engagements. However. the better quality at sales Mphasis
should get out ot Princeton should reduce this allecL Princeton claims that more
than 50% ot its revenue is irom BT a a company that has not shied away item the
onshore model to date. The problem here is that Mphesrs will be lighting lcr work
with other incumbent BT suppiers such as TCS. lnlosys. HCL. and BT's own
lncflan icint venture MET.
Northgate continues to build its product portlolio in the local government market
and with this acquisition is sticking to its strategy ol targeting 'bolt-oris' with
adiacont capabiittes. We would expect Northgate's existing local authority
customers to increase their spend with the company to include some at the newly
acquired application soltware (with mle additional sales etlort on Nonhgate's part)

in last month it was Switzerland. this month it's Poland. This is textbook Sage. The
accounting rm enters a new country by buying a leaan local player. It then
applies the Sega model at extracting as much revenue lrom recurring support as
possbls. The next phase is typically to add depth by purchasing CHM or HR
products. tor instance. or by adding an industry specialisation, Th size at the
acquisition is also signitic t. Sage always ☁eals' inla but otten - never sutlering
lrorn the dreaded ☁acquisillon indigestion☁.

 

Tikil is emerging as a significant consolidator in its niche market. here it has so
lar carved a very healthy business. ResScm will be the third acquis ion spice
August 2004. So tar. Tik't has shown that it can swallow theselittle bitsaizod

in acquisitions ouito comtortabty. Yet the purchase at ResSolt may be less
straightlorwitrd than its previous comptementary add☁tions ol LacSolt and ms

in Both companies seem to have a significant overlap in clients and partners and Tikit
wil have to manage the integration ol the two biisriesses intelligently to avoid sales
conllicts and addrtionalcests.

 

7 Recent IP05

Media adaptation soltw are to} mobiles and Flirts
Utility sector technology and rrsarvices
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Quoted Companies - Results Serwce Nola: Highlighted Names Indlcala results announced thls month.
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Holway/SYSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Share Prices and Capitalisétion

               
  

          

Share ; PSR S/rrS 1 Share price 1 Share price C☁apiIalisa on ;
| 1 $13 Price Capialisan'an☁, Hislnric R3110 Index ☁ rmve since 1 %rmve rmve since

1 __ i <21 28Fe1105 Mews PIE Cap/Rev. 285e1105☁ 310211105 ☁ 111 31-95001 7 7;
im Quip cs 20.39 220.5211; 5.4 1.04 2551 4.0%! 25.8% 50.1mm.
inraneric 1 SP £0.78 292.5511 - 1.47 358☁ 9.3%: «2.5% -£9.50m☁
:Anerian SP 2104 24058111; - 7.15 518} 33%: 1.0% -21.371n☁
14112611111: 05 20.53 222218111} - 1.18 358} 8.5%! 11.0% 517.531ni
19190111114 Games 7 7 SP 20.03 23.041111 - 0.57 33. 0.0% 0.0% 72 j
☁Auam☁caobm SP £0.48 £10.88m1 38.9 5.55 1510☁i 30.1%[ 25.0% 22. ;
.AneniVWas SP 2055 233.32m 11.5 1.30 8091 2.3% 45.4% 20.911n
lAmmmycgrporauon SP £2.01 £217.75m1 54.4 5.49 51☁ 15.5% 19.5% £31.96m
EAveva amp SP 2570 214759111} 43.7 3.87 3350 4.5% 1.7% ~21.41m
lAmnGmip cs £1.90 £98.96m 30.5 1.97 1085: 5.5% 28.4% £5.47m:
1Bond lrmrm 'oml SP £1.10 227.611" 27.5 3.93 1685; 7.9% 33.5% £2.02m:

Brady SP 2108 23013111 - 12.53 13331 4.4% 19.3% {0.4211
Busimss SysEms CS £0.17 £13.89m; 14.2 0.61 139' -2.9% 10.0% -EO.42m?

☁Capiu Gimp CS £3.79 £2,516.79m☁ 33.4 2.33 102519} 5.8% 2.7% £137.70m'

Gamris CS £0.46 £19.57m 56.2 1.61 506☁. 2.2% 18.2% 俉0.43m

0'2le amp cs 2233 215401111 33.2 1.55 40435I 1.1% 81.5% £0.17m☁
0111112 CS 2248 211201111 - 1.24 14141 5.8% 8.3% 59.05111
aarity CormErce SP 2057 21050111 234 1.58 532. 0.0% 4.5% £0.00m☁
Girl'cal aarrpuing SP £0.25 29.04111 - 4.33 205 43.5% 21.5% -E1.26m
CMSWebview cs £0.02 21.40111 - 0.35 125 0.0% 7.7% 20.00m
con/1.505% cs £3.68 29334111 29.2 1.37 2849 1.4% 8.9% 21.27111
(211111111 SP 1:223 23093111 33.2 1.25 1712 4.1% 1.4% -20.35m
0511951011119 _☁ __ » cs £0.99 23325111! - 0.53 788 7.7% 7.7% 52.35111
Corrpuaoemer R £2.90 254934111 113 0.25 433 .7.9% 03% £49.54m
CoanErSoMale Group SP 50.53 227.491" 18.3 5.98 532 0.0% 15% {0.221111
Carmen NbragemerlCorsmams 05 2155 22559111 - 1.85 1110 11.0% 15.2% 22.41m|
Corpora SP 20.21 27.7511 - 15.53 539 45.8% 32.3% 42057111
DCSGolp CS 2015 £4.07rr1 ~ 0.09 271 20.4% 54.8% 20.59111
Dealogic SP 21.55 211544111 - 3.75 717 70% 22.2% -1:8.75rn
Dalcarn SP £2.25 俉13.61m 9.9 0.67 865 18.4% 14.8% £2.12m

Deli CS £7.56 £159.32m 18.9 3.16 1894 0.7% -1.9% 俉1.12rn

DimeOLp 1:1 29.43 £200.51m 30.4 1.28 2889 5.0% 15.1% 1215,19111
Dimension Dab R 20.37 £493.32m - 0.38 55 42.0% -3.3% -俉67.12m
DRS Da1a3Researc11 SP 20.44 £15.04m 8.5 1.11 395 15.0% 5.1% 22.07111
Ear11por1 SP 2001 £725m - 7.83 9 5.4% 21.9% £0.44m
Easysoreen SP 2015 21409111 - 5.33 87 1.7% 4.7% 50.24111
Edos SP £0.59 £83.34m - 0.49 2924 -17.9% -2G.9% -£17.82m1

Bedmrl'c DEB Pmcessirg SP £0.84 £20.38m 32.0 2.34 2557 6.4% 12.1% £1.22mi

mire lmmc ve SP £0.08 £5.60m A 0.22 137 -7.0% - 1 7.5% -£O.42m

EpicGoLp 05 £0.78 21843111 18.5 2.53 739 43.9% 45.2% 22.59111
12111111111 Managed Services 05 20.40 213975111 33.5 18.99 395 5.3% 8.2% £7.08m
151351111 SP £0.09 217.77m1 - 5.70 75 35.2% 43.1% £4.62m
Hmmial mjeds SP 2052 £14.47m - 1.39 225 4.9% 1.0% 50.28111.
Fligl'lsble Group SP 2002 £1.58m - 5.87 170 53% 0.0% -£0.13m☁
Flormrics 6111141 SP £0.55 29.52111 21.5 0.93 2500 4.5% 23% -£0.15m
Foas 50110111390141 SP 2030 2520111 - 1.52 151 45.9% 25.3% {1.571111
33011114: SP 2035 £28.55m » 2.41 231 23.8% 41.5% 25.47111
Gadsnne SP 2029 £14.53m 24.0 1.59 725 8.4% 27.5% 22.74111
13591 A 21.05 £39.95rr1 30.7 0.44 543 2.5% 2.5% 20.951111
(3125meng CS £3.08 £152,69m - 14.97 3306 5.1% 11.4%☜ _ £7.43m

Quip NET CS £1.28 £24.72m 35.6 3.22 640 45.9% 23.7%! -俉1.83m1

Ham'eerp cs £0.13 £3.88m 10.1 0.43 103 23.2% -30.3%E 421.17111☁
Harvey NashGuLp A £0.86 £53.91rri - 0.41 491 -5.0% 50% -23.45111☁
Higl☂arrs 915191115 Services A 20.08 £2.55m - 0.23 222 28.0% 45.5%? "20.55111;
HolianTedmlogy CS £0.63 £60.4Im 39.1 0.30 305 1.5% 7.1% 20.1 1m!

ISSolm'ors cs 2014 5341111 - 0.57 512 0.0% 5.2% 20.00111
ICMOOrrpLErGDLu cs 2410 58534111 287 1.10 2273 4.2% 00% 51.02111
IDOX SP £0.11 £21.01m 48.9 4.70 14 1% 1.1% -£2.10m

INt☁AT Irnerrammal 5P £1.57 23799111 - 0.59 991 4.9% 15% £58an
In Tednology CS £0.55 £77.56m - 0.49 OO 419% 27.6%. {0.71 m

lmovalicmeLp SP 20.48 £210.72m - 3.50 210 32.4% 38.1%; £51.58m
lmlligerlEnvimman SP 2004 £5.73m - 2.52 47 44.5% 00.0% -£0.791n
Immaive Digital 5011111115 SP £0.02 £3.79m - 15.5 750 28.8% 15.9%: £0.85m
1113152115 901p SP 2019 £9.31m - 5.1 309.3 5.1% 0.0%! 40.501111
[mu SP £0.20 21517111 - 9.10 2053 1.3% 45.2%! _ 21.351111
1011111511111 SP 2001 £1.10m - 0.44 18 3.5% 93% 20.04111!
1901412111141 SP £3.53 £806.08m 115.9 5.40 3211 -4.1% 2.4%1 -£47.84m}
ITNET CS £3.23 £236.91m - 1.26 921 0.0% -1.5% £0.00m☁

main SP £0.08 £6.1Dm - 7.13 91 -3.1% 45%. -20.20111
K135150253 Tedmlogy SP £0.94 £12.45m 9.4 1.78 714 -2.1% -1 1.0% -20.27m1

Kewin SP 20.55 251 .15111 19.7 2.31 1235 5.3% 13.5%☁ 22.52111☁
10111111119195 Tedmlogy Salmons SP £0.09 21131111 - 70.55 1525 1.7% 35.5% 20,19m
Logicam CS £1.81 £1,359.16m - 0.80 2479 2.5% <6.1% £33.79m

11111111 A £0.704 21304113 . 0.14 700 40.0% 333%, "2372111?       
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Stare PSR SIITS Share price Share price (hpiialisa on

$05 Price Capiiaiisa on Hisbric Ra o index move since ☜A: move move since

()1. Mews 25Feb-05 P/E (hp/Rev. 28~Feb-05 3136006 in 2105 31-00004

"60104 SP 22.71 £50.34m 48.3 1.61 1091 16.1% 48.2% £6.98m

MarpoverSORWare SP 2028 £12.23m ~ 2.38 284 46.0% -12.7% -22.33m

Marlborough S irg SP £0.28 £63.53m 28.0 0.55 200 -11.8% 21.1% {8.51m

IVaxirm Holdings SP 21.71 £19.98m - 3.23 1244 24.4% 74.5% £6.68m

Nediasufaoe CS £0.14 £10.90m - 1.82 1048 21.3% 90.0% £1.91rn

Muogen CS £0.69 £69.58m - 1.64 293 11.4% 21.2% 27.1 1m

Mmrplarethtans SP 20.06 £9.30m - 0.10 128 -5.7% 47.1% -£0.56m

Msys SP £2.28 21.189.24m 134.1 1.17 2837 5.8% 9.0% -£14.94m

Mondas SP £0.17 £4.31m - 1.09 220 -21.4% 40.3% -E1.18m

MOISB Fl £1.13 £149.60m - 0.38 452 -2.2% 17.7% -£1.80m

N68 lmarran'oml A 20.71 £14.45m 52.2 0.22 371 11.0% 45.1% £1.44m

NCXIGmLp CS £2.51 £81.84m - 5.34 1503 6.8% 30.4% Siam

Ncipl☂er SP 22.43 £65.25m - 5.02 970 4.8% 14.9% £2.96m

Nemll SP £0.25 £16.60m - 6.88 510 26.3% 32.9% £3.45m

Nema CS £0.44 £43.10m 39.2 3.04 295 14.9% 17.2% £5.60m

Norihgab inforrm on Soldiers CS £0.66 £328.06m - 2.40 255 1.1% 2.7% £0.81 m

NSB Reiail swans SP 20.29 £102.29m - 1.59 2522 -0.9% 9.4% -£0.52m

DECIIOKHH SP £0.04 £5.76m - 1.20 97 43.1% 10.7% {0.37m

Parity A 20.09 £25.26m 34.9 0.14 1458 20.7% -11.4% £14.13m

Paisyslerrs SP 20.17 £25.17m - 2.14 159 36.0% 38.8% £6.67m

PCMedics Gimp CS £0.01 £1.68m - 1.45 227 -10.7% 43.8% -ED.20m

Pmerl'xlT CS £2.90 £176.37m - 3.03 1074 11.5% 5.8% £15.92m

Walk/£1012 Gobal SP £0.41 £20.70m 8.8 2.20 2050 6.5% 10.8% £1.26m

Pimlogy SP £1.68 £33.50m - 13.24 1200 3.7% ♥12.5% £1.20m

PlanitHoldirIgs SP £0.26 £23.82m 26.0 1.17 1083 6.1% 8.3% £1.37m

Prologlc CS £0.71 27.10m - 0.94 855 0.0% -8.4% £0.00m

PSD GOLD A £2.85 271.24m 57.0 1.89 1295 -5.0% 9.6% £3.75m

0A CS £0.04 £10.03m ~ 0.34 16 7.7% 12.0% £0.72m

Games A 20.61 £24.80m 10.3 0.95 492 14.0% 31.2% 俉3.05m

Ra lnbrmiioral SP 20.1 1 £7.20m ~ 0.99 173 0.0% 27.9% £0.00m

Red Sqlared CS £0.08 £2.34m ~ 1.38 453 -2.9% -8.3% -£0.07m

Relaii Decisiors SP 俉0.34 £98.87m 39.5 3.25 459 -6.2% 19.3% -EB.50m

RM SP £1.75 £157.87m 40.0 0.73 5029 -4.1% 1.4% -26.73m

Royalblue Golp SP £5.45 £178.10m 22.8 3.15 3206 24.6% 22.5% £35.13m

Sage GOLD SP £2.07 22.654.38m 20.9 4.74 79423 4.6% 2.1% £115.69m

Sanderson (imp SP 20.68 £27.30m - 1.77 1038 3.8% 10.7% £1.02m

SDL CS £1.40 £78.00m - 1.24 930 1.8% 4.1% E1.40m

ServicsPovier SP £0.30 £21.74m - 4.85 295 -I 3.2% -13.2% ♥E3.32m

SiriLs Flrancial S P £0.89 £15.37m - 0.75 590 2.3% 6.0% £0.35m

SiFMSITpIc CS £0.09 £9.84m - 3.0 75.0 21.1% 40.8% £1.71m

srmriFOOUS pic SP 20.10 £7.01m » 3.3 1027.0 2.7% 5.2% £0.19m

Sopheon SP £0.30 £34.67m - 5.15 432 17.6% 26.3% £6.26m

Spring GOLD A 21.04 £163.52m - 0.47 1156 2.0% 13.0% £3.14m

SEEPrO (imp SP £0.45 £14.70m 8.4 1.62 556 29.0% 32.8% £3.30m

Sh'lo lrmnalioral SP 20.04 £3.38m - 1.48 75 -6.3% -16.7% -£0.23m

SLperscape VH SP £0.49 £61.94!☜ - 56.3 247.5 3.2% -17.6% £27.36m

SL QJrIIDI (was JSB) SP 俉6.45 £195.84m 44.8 4.09 3225 7.5% 17.3% 219.22!☜

Sysens Urion SP £1.10 £118.10m 27.5 1.13 846 0.0% -4.8% £0.00m

Tadpole Tecimlogy SP £0.07 £26.24m - 5.43 169 1.8% {10.0% 20.47"!

Telec'rty CS £0.19 £52.38m - 2.23 25 -3.8% 2.7% {2.04111

TikiiGmrp CS £1.70 £20.99m 32.6 2.20 1474 12.6% 5.6% £2.35m
TorexReraiI SP £1.04 £190.13m - 19.21 2588 11.9% 36.6% -£111.65m
Total S/s1errs SP £0.53 £5.52m 15.1 1.44 990.6 10.5% -1.9% 20.53!☜

Tomfsbre Group SP £0.93 £10.29m - 0.72 886 1.6% 0.0% £0.17m
Trace Grow SP £0.80 212.15m 15.7 0.79 640 -0.6% -0.6% -£0.08m

Triad Grow CS £0.52 £13.24m 34.2 0.36 385 -13.3% 3.6% {2.04m
Tribal GruLp CS £1.34 2100.45m - 0.54 812 0.8% -6.9% £0.75m

Ulrima Networks R 60.02 £3.32m 10.2 1.64 40 43.3% 43.3% -EO.51m
Ulrrasis Goa) SP £0.01 £6.95m - 7.90 16 121 .4% 131.3% £3.81m
Un'verse GOLD SP £0.23 £13.78!" - 0.33 1000 15.4% 11.1% £1.84m

Vega GOLD 08 £1.97 £39.99m 27.7 1.12 1611 -0.5% 0.8% -20.20m

Vl groLp SP £0.12 £4.47!☜ - 0.51 240 7.7% -15.8% -£0.37m

Wane! CS £0.05 £6.76m - 205.35 44 7.7% -8.7% 23.48111

Wealih IVanagsrnem Samara SP £0.13 £6.43m - 0.88 102 ♥3.6% 10.4% {0.24m

Woriolaoe Sjsmrrs SP £0.16 £27.99m - 2.62 0 0.0% 8.8% £0.00m

Xansa CS £0.96 £327.41 m 8.8 0.78 2449 4.7% 2.7% £17.16m

XKDGow SP £0.81 mazm - 0.52 540 6.3% 11.7% -£1.24m
)WGBCkom Holdings SP £2.37 £63.91 m - 4.63 2413 6.1% 57.1% £10.84m

yenise (3014,) CS £0.01 £3.76m - 0.82 36 44.0% 20.0% £1.15m     Note: We caiculale PSR as market capilalisalion divided by sales in [he most recently announced linancral year.
Main SYSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Index set at 1000 on 1507 April 1989. Any new entrants (O the S10Ck Exchange are allocated an index cl 1003 ased on

(he issue price. The 805 Index is not weighted: a change in the share price 0H|1elargesl company has the same effeci as a Sln☁ll l cherge (or rte

smallesK company. Category Codes: CS 2 Computer Services SP : Suitware Producl R = Reseller A : IT Agency 0 : Oiiier
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INDEX CONTINUES SOLID START ☜We W Index 5376-☜
FTSE IT (565) index 504.42

TO InchMARKWD 1175.20

FTSE 100 496850

' ' FrSEAlM ☜45.60The temperature outSIde mIght have dropped. immww # E§§$mallcap 235w
but the Ovum Software and IT Sewices (S/ITS) Dunno-lumen: WIRE? 1155 ☁
Index has continued its 'warm' start to the year. mir ér mmsi "' ☂☜J☁TT☂iu "
It gained 4.6% during February, outdoing both Eggijngggf
the FI'SE IT 808 (3.0%) and FTSE 100 (2.8%) Hamster!☜ «59.69% Hawaii.
I I I I Fremllean 92 «Item @9295;
IndIces. Di☂lVIl☁ig the S/ITS Index were the IT Staff FromileanQCl mum .7455"; mum

' ' F i H 94 o . 'i☂n ☜.lr ☜.☁aagencIeS, who between them registered a Igggugg 22205 giggII :gngIII
12% Increase on the preVIous month, FlomlstJanss msm «5.90% 40.15% 61.47%

From Ilean97 v20.54☜.e 023.48% H7393; $33.71?»
From Bus" 96

Leading the pack was Lorien with its 40% 33:32:33

increase in share price to 70p, During the meIleenDi
Frum tsIJan 02

325% .231 8% 49.56% «15.68% 927.13%
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market research business ♥ it Should retain one

and sell the other one off.

 

Another gainer was Parity, which saw its Shares make a 'recovery☂ during he month, after ending January at 7p
following a pro t warning. Shares hit 8.9p at the end of February.

Across the other sectors of the S/lTS industry that we follow, software companies gained 4.8% during themonth,
services companies gained 4.0% while resellers dropped 5.9%. Computacenter lost 7.9% during the month to rest
at 290p. Unfortunately, it continued its decline on the rst day of March. it was a different tale for DiCOM, which gained

6.0% during the month, Indeed, DlCOM was the only reseller in our index to remain in positive territory. The company
announced growth in revenues and pro ts for the six months to December 2004 and looks to be on track to complete
the full year in good shape. The question is just what impact its newly acquired companies will have. (Kate Hanaghan}
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